Pupil Premium Strategy Statement
1. Summary information
School

Hunton & Arrathorne CP School

Academic Year

2016/17

Total PP budget

£9740

Date of most recent PP Review

n/a

Total number of pupils

53

Number of pupils eligible for PP

15

Date for next review of this strategy

Sep 17

Issue
A high percentage of PP children in 2015-16
did not achieve expected progress in writing.
Spelling is below ARE in many year groups

Pupils not engaging with learning and
lacking self-esteem

Pupils not achieving ARE in reading

Service Pupils being isolated from provision
of emotional and social support available in
larger schools

Action

Cost

Increased GTA hours to ensure pupils are
adequately supported and focused on their
learning

£4758

ATA hours to run intervention support as
needed and support work in classroom

£2340

Staff attend spelling training on PD Day

£300

Renew children’s access IDL spelling program

£50

An increased number of pupils achieve at
least ARE in writing
88.2% of pupils eligible for Pupil Premium
achieved at least ARE in writing.

£450

Pupils readily engage in their learning and
begin to challenge themselves and increase
their own expectations.
‘London was amazing. I saw things I probably
won’t see again until I’m older’

Purchase access to bank of reading
resources to access on IPads in guided
sessions that will appeal to the children and
encourage them to engage with reading

£234

Pupils achieve at least ARE in reading
94.1% of pupils eligible for Pupil Premium
achieved at least ARE for reading.

Join MKC heroes

£120

Attend Remembrance Service at Ripon
Cathedral

£160

GTA hours to run support meetings ½ hour
per fortnight and attend local meetings with a
pupil representative

£130

Pupils have opportunities to share thoughts,
feelings, concerns and have an organised
emotional support system.
‘It was nice to share my worries with
someone who isn’t family.’

Purchase PiRA and PUMA standardised
assessments

£300

Organise residential visit to London, other
school visits ensuring finance is not a barrier
to attendance

£310
Providing regular and accurate assessment
and tracking of attainment and progress

Success Criteria

Purchase access to Target Tracker

Staff able to accurately assess and track
pupil attainment and progress.
In the absence of levels school was able to
track attainment of progress of all pupils
including pupils new to school who were
eligible for PP.

